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Vocabulary workshop level e unit 12 completing the sentence answers

Unit 12: Complete the sentence 1. abjure 2. Compunction 3. Cruel 4. Ruminants 5. Quiet 6. inveterate 7. Aaea 8. August 9. Nocturnal 10. Indelible 11. Tolerant 12. Concrete 13. Confidentiality 14. Ignition 15. Irrelevant 16. Funnel 17. Vulgarity 18. Implicit 19- ACRID 20. Ditch Synonyms / Antonov 1. Ignition 2. Salt 3. Triviality 4. Funnel 5. Indelible 6. Compunction 7. Aaea 8.
Irrelevant 9. Concrete 10. abjured 11. Ditch 12- ACRID 13. August 14. Confidentiality 15. Quiet 16. inveterate 17. Nocturnal 18. Cruel 19. Implicit 20. Tolerant Choose the right word 1. 1 2. 1 3. 1 4. 1 5. 1 6. 2 7. 1 8. 1 9. 1 10. 2 11. 2 12. 2 13. 2 14. 1 15. 2 16. 2 17. 1 18. 1 19. 1 20. 2 Focap in context 1- D 2. A 3.b 6.! 5- D 6.b Sadlier Vocabulary Workshop Level E Modules 1-15
TestsThis is a package of unit end assessments for use with the Oxford Sadier Vocabulary Workshop Series (enriched edition or common enriched basic edition). Each unit test is a combination of 44 multiple selection and fill in blank questions. Each test includes the following sections:1. The word stress and PrThis is an evaluation of the unit end for use with the Sadie Oxford
Vocabulary Workshop Series (enriched edition or basic joint enriched edition). This assessment is specifically based on unit 12 of the E-test classised is a mixture of 44 multiple choices and fill-in in blank questions. The test includes the following sections:1. Word stress and pronunciation (4 questions) RECALL2. Definitions (10 questions) a3. Synonyms / Antonim (10 questions)
APPLICATION4. Fill in the blanks/complete sentence (20 questions) incubated time application: 35-40 minutesincluded key. I have all 15 units listed for sale, and each unit evaluation is coordinated in the same way. To see a sample before purchasing, please click here: and use an accurate set of general academic words and phrases for the fields and phrases sufficient to read,
write, speak and listen at the college and profession readiness level. Show independence in vocabulary collection when confronted with an unknown term that is important for understanding or expression. Show understanding of pictorial language, word relationships, and nuances in the meaning of words. Identify or clarify the meaning of unknown and multi-meaning words and
phrases using context uds, analyze meaningful parts of words, and consult general and specialized reference materials, as appropriate.
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